In this paper we examine some aspects of the field of a scalar point charge in curved spacetimes. First we find the closed form solution for the scalar field due to a point charge in Schwarzschild spacetime. Then we expand it locally in powers of r (coordinate distance from the charge) and compare it to Quinn's local expansion for the field of scalar charge.
I. INTRODUCTION
The significance of the present paper is in the context of calculation of self-force on particles in curved spacetime. Self-force is in action when a particle feels a force due to its own field. Fields of the particles are distorted by boundary conditions or the structure of the spacetime and act back on the particle to create this self-force. A simple example of Newtonian gravitational self-force is seen when a small satellite goes around a larger central star or planet. The satellite does not orbit around the center of the larger object, but around a common center of mass of both bodies. The radius of this orbit is smaller than the distance between the centers of two masses. The mass of the satellite produces a perturbation in the gravitational field of the central object and follows a geodesic in this altered field. So the gravitational field of the body itself affects the path it follows in spacetime. This is called self-force.
This perspective involves action at a distance. Another way to look this is that the moving particle creates a gravitational ripple in the spacetime which travels outward. This ripple or wave hits other bumps in spacetime like those created by other massive objects or boundary conditions and then comes back to interact with the original particle again causing a deflection in its path.
The failure of Huygens principle produces a tail in the spacetime behind the leading edge of the wave that creates self-force.
calculating self-force is a way of understanding the behavior of classical fields in curved spacetimes.
It is also necessary for getting a better understanding of the two-body problem in general relativity.
Explained earlier was the Newtonian correction to the trajectory due to the objects own field. Post Newtonian effects due to the self-field need to be taken into account to more closely model the actual trajectory of the objects in the spacetime.This increases our understanding of the radiation reaction problem.
In the current paper we examine the field of a scalar charge in Schwarzschild spacetime. The field of scalar charge can be used to calculate the self-force of a scalar particle using the Quinn-Wald Axioms.
II. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
The signature of the metric g µν is -+++. Here commas denote partial differentiation and the indices run from 0 to 3.
The Riemann Tensor is given by
(2.1)
It should be noted that this differs from the convention of Dewitt and Brehme's [10] Riemann
Tensor:
We compare the two expressions and find,
(2.3)
III. FIELD EQUATION
In this section we study the radiation reaction problem associated to a scalar particle. Scalar charges are idealized objects which have been extensively used in the literature to gain insight on different physical aspects of the radiation reaction problem while, at the same time, reducing the technical complexity that real particles and fields would involve. Since a standardized convention does not exist in the literature, our first task will be to determine whether our scalar charges attract or repel. We thus define our action as follows,
Here, Φ is the scalar field, ρ is the scalar charge density and √ −g is the determinant of the covariant components of the metric. The term L f ield represents the action associated with the field of the scalar particle. The term L particle represents the contribution to the action from the bare mass m 0 of the particle, and L interaction is the contribution from interaction of charge to the field.
Varying the action with respect to the field and making it invariant gives the field equation.
The Euler-Lagrange equations lead to
Therefore, our field equation is
Note the "-" sign in the equation. This represents the scalar particles repelling each other.
Work must be done to assemble the charges. Therefore additional energy or "mass" is stored in the particle when one assembles a set of scalar charges. This is important for renormalizing the mass. For a static charge in flat spacetime at the origin, the above field equation can be written as
The solution to this equation is
The energy of interaction for another charge q in this field will be
which is positive. This implies a positive energy is added to the system when assembling a ball of charge. This results in a contribution to the renormalization of the mass. We define
A different sign convention, say the one used by Shapiro-Teukolsky [5] yields the field equation
which implies that like scalar charges attract and therefore a set of charge has negative energy.
The mass renormalization term has the opposite sign in this case.
We now proceed to solve equation Eq. [3.3] which is analogous to the field equation for electric charges. The source ρ for the field is a point scalar charge given by
is the four dimensional Dirac delta function and b α (τ ) is the coordinate of the scalar charge. This equation is solved in detail for a static scalar charge in Wiseman [1] . We find the field 1 to be
Wiseman's result is analogous to an old result due to Copson [7] , modified by Linet [20] which gives a closed-form expression for the electrostatic potential of a fixed charge residing in Schwarzschild spacetime. In the figure, x marks the location of the charge and x marks the field point. The where r s is the radial coordinate in Schwarzschild coordinates. This is a particular solution of the inhomogeneous field equation and the field satisfies the boundary conditions: it is regular at both infinity and the horizon.The solutions for the homogeneous part of the field equation Eq. [3.3] are hypergeometric functions [4] , Legendre functions in particular [1] . These are not well behaved added to the particular solution to give a set of different solutions. Therefore the above particular solution is the unique solution for the field of "static" scalar charge in Schwarzschild spacetime.
Note that this argument is only applicable for static solutions of scalar and electromagnetic fields in Schwarzschild spacetimes. For further discussion of this the reader is referred to Ref. [4] and
Ref. [1] .
This has another important consequence for the "tail" term in Quinn's expansion for the scalar field which we discuss here briefly. The tail term is the smooth part of the scalar field [6] and it satisfies the homogeneous equation. Since no smooth solutions exist for static scalar charge in Schwarzschild spacetime, this implies that "tail" term vanishes for this case.
By definition the tail of the Green's function produces self-force. There are no self-force effects in the static scalar Schwarzschild case from the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac radiation reaction (ALD) or coupling to Ricci curvature. The total self-force has been shown to vanish [1] which indicates that the tail of Green's function vanishes here.
V. QUINN'S LOCAL EXPANSION OF SCALAR FIELD
Quinn [14] calculated a local expansion of the field of a scalar charge moving on an arbitrary trajectory in a general spacetime. Quinn's result for the field and its gradient are:
and
In later sections of this paper we will do a term by term comparison of these expansions with expansions of closed form solutions for static scalar charge in Schwarzschild spacetime. The above expressions simplify in the following ways:
• The "tail of Green's function" (the integral of Green's function over past history) vanishes for static scalar charge in Schwarzschild spacetime.
• Ricci scalar and Ricci tensors vanish in Schwarzschild Spacetime.
• For a static particle there are no separate advanced/retarded field. There will be only one field and time asymmetric terms will vanish.
• We only look at field point lying on the axis joining the origin to the particle.We call this line z-axis.
• The acceleration (static in Schwarzschild) is a r = m b 2 where m is the mass of the central black hole and b is the radial coordinate of the particle along z-axis a 2 = |a α a α | = m 2 b 4 (1 − 2m/b) .
On applying these simplifications the field is
and the gradient is
• The two acceleration terms in the order of (1/r) cancel with each other for acceleration directed along the z-axis.
•ȧ = 0.
Theḡ a a is bivector of geodetic parallel transport 1 . For purposes of current calculation it is sufficient to know thatḡ
When it is dotted into the bracket, δ a a has lowers the indices and changes them from a to a (z to Now all the quantities on RHS have unprimed indices meaning they are calculated at the source point. The gradient is naturally calculated at the field point. The "geodetic bivector of parallel transport" transports the quantities being calculated at the source to the field point. After acting with theḡ a a on the bracketed term, we find that on the z-axis, the calculation of the gradient using quantities at source point will give us the same value as at the field point.
The Riemann Normal Coordinates (RNC) are defined at the the source point with the spatial coordinates orthogonal to the worldline .
Therefore the z-component of the gradient is
The R 0101 component of the Riemann in RNC is 2m b 3 [3] . Finally, we find
Note the last term has an incorrect coefficient arising from an error in Quinn's expression for the scalar field. This error results from the sign of 1 6 R bdce u b u crdrera . When this is corrected, the final form of the expression is
which matches with our expansion obtained from the particular solution. It is important to emphasize that this error does not affect the final self-force result in Quinn's paper because this term vanishes by the angular averaging in his prescription for the self-force calculation.
Now we can compare the expression obtained from Quinn's expansion with the field we calculated in the earlier section. We need to express both expressions in equivalent coordinates.
Quinn's expansion is done in RNC centered at the source point whereas our field is expressed in Schwarzschild coordinates with origin located at the center of Black Hole.
We will express Wiseman's field in RNCs of the Quinn's expansion to make a comparison. We will first show that a coordinate distance between source and field point along the z-axis in RNCs of Quinn's expansion is essentially the proper distance. Therefore, expressing Wiseman's scalar field as an expansion in s, the proper distance, is equivalent to expressing it in RNCs. The next step will be to express r = r s − b s , the coordinate distance between the source and field point Schwarzschild coordinates, in terms of s.
A. Riemann Normal Coordinates
The metric for Riemann Normal coordinates is given by
2) For a coordinate distance along z axis, we have 
B. Schwarzschild coordinates
The Schwarzschild metric is
Here we take z = r s − b s the coordinate distance between x and x . A variation in z is related to the change in proper distance by
From here onwards we drop the subscript "s" in b s to avoid clutter. Expanding in powers of z and integrating we find the proper distance:
Inverting the above equation we find
From previous section, we know "r" in Quinn's expansion is equal to s. Then
can be used for conversion of coordinates. Also
We start with Wiseman's field for static scalar charge in Schwarzschild spacetime,
where b h is the z-coordinate of the scalar charge in harmonic coordinates. We use "m" instead of "M " for the mass of black hole to keep a consistent notation. In this equation we define r h ≡ r s −m, where r s is the field point in Schwarzschild coordinates and r h is field point in harmonic coordinates.
We restrict our attention to a static scalar charge fixed atb = bẑ .
The field point is located on the z-axis such that r s > b s . On expressing the field in Schwarzschild coordinates and setting it on the z axis (θ = 0, so cos θ = 1 and sin θ = 0), we find should have a "+" instead of "-".
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